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*Business Decision Modeling

*Business Rules

*Decision Testing and Execution

*Predictive Analytics and Machine Learning

*Business Decision Optimization

*Knowledge Representation

*Blockchain and Smart Contracts

For Practitioners by Practitioners!



Conference Name Year Location

DecisionCAMP 2018 Luxembourg

DecisionCAMP 2017 London

DecisionCAMP 2016 New York

DecisionCAMP 2014 San Jose

DecisionCAMP 2013 San Jose

IntelliFest 2012 San Diego

RulesFest 2011 San Jose

RulesFest 2010 San Jose

RulesFest 2009 Dallas

October RulesFest 2008 Dallas

Major Annual Technical Decision Management Event



*Sep 17:

* DMN Standard and Implementation Engines

* Decision Modeling Techniques

* Smart Contracts and Blockchain

*Sep 18:

* Lifetime Achievement Award

* Real-world Decision Models – practitioner's experience

* Decision Explanations

*QnA Panel “Real-world Decision Modeling”

*Sep 19:

*More real-world practitioner's experience for different business domains

* Closing Discussion



*DMN 1.2 

* to be finalized and approved within 1-2 months

*DMN Modelers – Complete CL3 implementations:

* Trisotech + Drools Engine 

* Actico

* Camunda

* Signavio

* jDMN from Goldman Sachs

* …

*DMN TCK:

* 8 Contributors

* ~1,000 Test Cases in the standardized format

* https://dmn-tck.github.io/tck/

*“Semantic” DMN 

* There are several (5+) academic papers than analyze and transform                 
DMN S-FEEL to semantic and blockchain environments

https://dmn-tck.github.io/tck/


*Historically DecisionCAMP is not a marketing event

*We do not expect smooth presentations about already 

known topics going without tough discussions

*DecisionCAMP is rather a gathering of decision 

management Technologists who openly discuss:

*Where we are

*Which problems we face

*Where we want to be

*What will be next actions



*Last year Fred Simkin wrote:

*“I hope that somebody grabs the assembled community 

and drags them out of their cubicles and away from the 

Fintech blah blah… Get them talking to real brown boots 

engineers who make/do real stuff. Get dirt under their 

fingernails and mud on their shoes” 

*This year two key Allstate architects share their

concerns: 

*“There has been and still remain significant doubts and a great 

deal of skepticism regarding the Decision Modeling 

methodology’s capabilities at larger scale, both from business 

and technology perspectives”



“I would rather have questions that can't be answered than answers that can't be questioned”, Richard Feynman

* Is DMN too complex for business users? 

* Is DMN too simple by considering only one decision and staying away from inferential capabilities?

* Today BR&DM tools only offer to business people an ability to represent their existing business logic.

* Will they offer a new way to come up with more effective and optimal decisions?

* How to free business analysts from describing exceptions to exceptions to exceptions… ?

* Inferential vs Sequential Decision Execution Engines

* Deterministic vs Non-Deterministic Decision Modeling

* How to Explain automatically produced decisions

* How Machine Learning and Decision Modeling are being used together in practice?

* How to incorporate Decision Logic in Blockchain applications? 

* Decision Models Intercommunication and Apache Kafka

* Moving from Rules and Decisions to Knowledge Management, Integration with Semantic Web

* Prepare your questions for the QnA Panel on Sep.18 and Closing Discussion on Sep.19



*Program:  https://decisioncamp2018.wordpress.com/program/

*Schedule: https://decisioncamp2018.wordpress.com/schedule/

*Complete Presentations are available online via live links from 

the “Schedule”

Also available from www.DMCommunity.org + DecisionCAMP 

https://dmcommunity.org/decisioncamp/decisioncamp-

2018/decisioncamp-2018-presentations/

Have a great DecisionCAMP!

https://decisioncamp2018.wordpress.com/program/
https://decisioncamp2018.wordpress.com/schedule/
http://www.dmcommunity.org/
https://dmcommunity.org/decisioncamp/decisioncamp-2018/decisioncamp-2018-presentations/

